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FINCH SCHOLARS ON THE MOVE
The highlight of an otherwise snowy, dreary January day was, for me, meeting 2014 Scholarship
Recipients KC Chen and Cristina Mihailescu
for lunch at Eli’s Vinegar Factory on Manhattan’s
Upper East Side.

pleted digitizing a medieval manuscript project
and continues to do archival scanning and photography for the college. She is the Secretary of
the Ada Comstock Scholars Cabinet as well as
the Treasurer of the Smith College Glee Club.
As adept as she is in the classroom, on stage, and
behind the camera, Jessica is also a fierce competitor on the squash court. This Finch Scholar is
also a member of Smith’s Varsity Squash Team.
Always “three steps ahead”, she is already planning to earn a doctorate in literature.

The next day, KC, our pre-med major at Smith
College, was heading back to campus for a special
independent research project. With her passion
for organic chemistry and her brilliant scholastic
record, to date, KC hopes to pursue a career in
scientific research with a view toward becoming
a medical examiner after completing an MD/PhD
I also received great news from Moreen Tonny
program (preferably in “sunny” Southern Cali- at Mount Holyoke. After she graduates on May
Cristina Mihailescu, Eileen Bluestone Sherman,
fornia) and upon graduation in 2016.
17th she will be off to San Francisco to begin
KC Chen
her career at Accenture, a global consulting firm
Cristina, a busy mom of two young daugh- where she will serve as an analyst in the compaters, is pursuing a full-time curriculum at Co- ny’s management consulting development prolumbia University. With a keen interest in world gram. Moreen brings to the the position a wealth
economics, Cristina not only made the Dean’s of experience and knowledge from her own sucList first semester, but also declared her major cesses in her native Haiti, where she served as a
in “Sustainable Development,” a newer econom- community leader of young women in pursuit of
ic focus that offers finance students a better un- education and career opportunities.
derstanding of how nations around the globe can
maintain their natural resources. On the advice of
Justine N’Gozan reports she had a great first
my co-chair, Laura Larsen, I was able to match semester at the University of Texas in ArlingCristina with her perfect Finch mentor, Nancy ton. A math wiz, Justine is pursuing a degree in
Wallstein Newkirk. A highly respected and ex- Actuarial Science. Our own Finch Grad, Peggy
perienced Washington, D.C. attorney in the field Flaxman Millheiser, a highly successful realtor
of environment, energy, and natural resources, in the region who lives within easy driving disPhurkima Sherpa
Nancy agreed to become Cristina’s special Finch tance of the University, has graciously agreed to
friend and adviser.
become Justine’s official Finch Mentor.
A few days later, I met with Phurkima Sherpa,
a former Finch winner, who earned her undergraduate degree in Chemistry from Hunter University
and who is currently applying to several graduate
programs in the field of Forensic Science.

Jessica Ryan

Several of our scholars asked for a “rain
check”. Jessica Ryan, another Smith student
(and the mother of five children), continues to
reap the full benefits of a fine liberal arts experience. Currently, Jessica is working as the Smith
Library Photo Intern. Earlier in the year she com-

Another current Finch Scholar, Shaumane
R. Paulk, wrote that her first semester at Ohio
State University was wonderful and that she already knows her way around the huge campus.
She only “uses the OSU App to find the closest eatery!” Shaumane also works at the local
YWCA as an Engagement Specialist within the
Women’s Residency Program. She explained,
“Through the weekly group settings and one-onone sessions, empowering the women is so rewarding it doesn’t feel like work at all! Working
Continued on next page...

21st Annual Jessica Cosgrave Awards Celebration
Mark your calendars for the Tuesday, June 2 presentation of the Cosgrave Awards at the Cosmopolitan Club, 122 East 66 Street in New York City.
The ceremony begins with a reception from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. Awards to one faculty member, Dr. Diane Kelder, and four remarkable Finch alumnae,
Nanette Lampl Avery, Donna Miller Casey, Susan Mau Soong, and Jamie Leaming Watson will be presented at 7 p.m. followed by dinner at 8 p.m.
Details about the exciting events planned for the May 29 weekend will be listed in the invitations that will be sent to you shortly. One highlight
includes reserved tickets for the Friday, May 29 performance of the new Broadway musical, Gigi, produced by Finch alumna Patricia Flicker
Addiss. All proceeds benefit the Finch College Alumni Association Foundation Trust. For more information, please contact Virginia Wattiker
Sheerin (212-605-5560 or virginiasheerin@gmail.com) or Ceil Gavin Ainsworth (212-288-5653).
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Moreen Tonny

Justine N’Gozan

with an organization like the YWCA is allowing
Gabriele Rosado, our playwright and filmme to put into practice all the academic tools I maker at Columbia University, attended the 2014
have gained at Norwalk Community College and Students of Color Leadership Retreat organized
will acquire from OSU.”
by the University’s Office of Multicultural Affairs. Prior to speaking on a panel about bi-phobia
Monika Jusiega, Derya Lane, Gabriele during Queer Awareness Month for the General
Rosado, and Emilie Unterweger have all en- Studies Program, she also served as boom mike
joyed their first semesters in the Northeast. operator for a Columbia student-produced film,
Monika, an outstanding nursing student at Wil- and she is currently a member of the Universiliam Paterson University in New Jersey, has al- ty’s Women’s History Month Committee, planready figured out her career path. This semester, ning several special events for 2015. This spring,
she plans to combine advanced nursing studies Gabriele’s new Finch Mentor, the critically acwith advanced business courses for a future in claimed stage and film actress, Franchelle Stewpharmaceutical trials and sales of cutting edge art Dorn, will be appearing Off-Broadway.
medical equipment. That high-powered course
load should certainly keep Monika “hopping”
Another of our Columbia University students,
until her 2016 December graduation!
Emilie Unterweger immersed herself in the
study of poetry as well as societal issues conOur University of Pennsylvania student, Derya cerning gender and justice during the fall semesLane, is studying for the June LSAT in prepa- ter. Inspired by her studies, she is now exploring
ration for law school admission. As she waits several University groups that raise awareness
to hear back from the legal department from about bullying and sexual violence. In addition
Goldman Sachs about a summer internship, she to her Finch Grant, Emilie received a scholarcontinues to work with husband Matt on their ship from the Women’s Forum of New York and
submission to the 2015/2016 Wharton Business is very grateful for both awards that are allowing
Plan Competition. Although she won’t reveal her an “amazing experience”.
much, she promised more details this summer,
and she did say that she and Matt were developOne of our earlier scholarship recipients, a Bard
ing “a new app that will integrate philanthropy graduate and outstanding English major, Cathy
with personal savings without having to change Schmitz, continues to make her passion a reality.
everyday behavior.”
Cathy is wearing many hats as managing editor,
publisher, and dedicated entrepreneur of her literary “brain-child,” LAUGHING EARTH PRESS.
Already, Cathy can “brag” that among her early
contributors is the award-winning writer Shane
Cashman, who recently snatched “First Place”
in the PEN Center’s USA’s 500 Word Contest.
Another of our early winners, who now lives

Derya Lane
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Monika Jusiega

Shaumane Raquel Paulk

her dream daily as a highly regarded professor at
Clarkson University, is Sybille Ngo Nyeck. We
first met Sybille as an undergrad at Swarthmore.
Now, an admired historian, respected professor
of political science, and published author, SN (as
she likes to call herself) is already giving back to
the Finch community by making herself available to both Phurkima and KC who have many
questions as they prepare for graduate school admission.
It was particularly fortuitous that Finch alumna
Susan Reed joined in the February fun at the
Finch event in Florida. There she saw our Finch
Scholarship Chair, Lois Moran Ziegler. Shortly
afterward, Lois received a wonderful note from
Finch Scholar, Shaina Capellupo. Shaina reported that she is completing her last semester
as an undergrad at Nazareth College and finalizing her application for the graduate program
in social work (the Greater Rochester Collaborative MSW Program), offered in partnership between Nazareth College and the State University
of New York at Brockport. When Lois received
Shaina’s note, she instantly remembered that
Susan also lives in Rochester. Thanks to Lois,
Susan and Shaina will soon be the perfect “Rochester match”.
Last but not least, are two Finch Scholars who
always seem to be earning more promotions,
Continued on next page...

Gabriele Rosado

Cathy Schmitz

Shaina Capellupo

titles, and honors! (It’s hard to keep up with these
young women!) Past Finch Scholarship winner,
Danielle Jablonski is our current Yale graduate,
professional community organizer, accomplished
symphonic musician, and daring world-wide
traveler. Currently, she is using her highly sophisticated skills in the high-tech world as a business
development manager at DOOR3, a boutique
software consulting firm that designs and builds
enterprise business applications for web, social,
and mobile media. Clients include Fresh Direct,
World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE), and The
American Museum of Natural History.

ticipation). Zineb plans to pursue a PhD in Civil
Engineering.

Zineb Bouisy continues her studies at The
Grove School of Engineering at City College
of New York where she serves as the College’s
chapter President of the prestigious international organization, Engineers Without Borders. Currently, Zineb is leading her college chapter in a
project furnishing the engineering analysis for
a much needed 12,000 square foot community
center (designated for educational and social activities) for Native American youth, residents of
the Rosebud Indian Reservation in South Dakota.
She and fellow engineering students are working
with the Blue Star Studio, Inc. Architecture Firm
that also works closely with the Consulting Engineering Firm, DRPILLA Associates, located in
New York. Another recent honor for Zineb was
acceptance into the “undergraduate research experience program,” awarded by LSAMP (Louis
Stokes New York City Alliance for Minority Par-

All of our young scholars are quick to acknowledge that their path to success includes the generosity and personal guidance of dedicated Finch
alumnae. Just recently, I called one of our members hoping she might become a mentor. Timing
was not convenient, and she declined. Still, the
concerned and dedicated Finch graduate thought
she might be able to help one of our scholars
secure a particular opportunity and asked that the
student call her immediately. (No promises were
made, but she was willing to make that critical
introduction.) Today’s young New Yorker may
never know that once a singularly unique women’s college stood proudly on 78th Street, but,
“behind the scenes”, Finch women continue to Emilie Unterweger
influence every aspect of society. Through our
combined efforts to financially support, emotionally nurture, and judiciously guide our scholarship winners, the Finch legacy flourishes and (to
our credit) remains unstoppable!
Laura Stober Larsen and I encourage everyone
to become a Finch Mentor. Your expertise means
so much to all our Finch Scholars. For more information, contact, Eileen Sherman: kcne@juno.
com or Laura Larsen: lslarsen2@msn.com.
Article: Eileen Bluestone Sherman, Chair
Finch Mentor Program

Sybille Ngo Nyeck

Zineb Bouisy

Danielle Jablonski
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FINCH FALL 2014 EVENTS

Pictured in front of lobby windows, l-r: Suzanne Stern Salomon, Lois Moran Ziegler, Francine Port,
Susan Leeds, Carol Barnes Ross, Frances Fish Tompkins, Marjorie Schulman, Judy Kendall Levine,
Nina Di Giovanna La Bruna, Micki Pollack, and Marsha Young

The Finch College Alumni Association Foundation Trust organized three exciting Fall Events/
Fundraisers to celebrate the season, enjoy very
special events around the city, and raise money
for our scholarships and grants. They were successful, in all counts – attendees were thrilled
by the tours, and the events, altogether, raised
$1,920! ($480, $480, and $960, respectively).

rectly into the orchestra section of the auditorium, where we were invited to “take any seat”.
Front rows, center! There are 3,800 seats (and
standing room for 175) at the Met; more seats
are added when a ballet is performed, as the
size of the orchestra pit (impressive; and with a
“prompter” box), can be adjusted down, to accommodate a larger audience. As we watched
a set being assembled for that evening’s perforOn Tuesday, October 21, 2014, Finch alumnae mance of John Adam’s controversial The Death
and friends attended a private tour of the 26th of Klinghoffer, our guide described how hydrauAnnual International Fine Art & Antique Deal- lic lifts and stage wagons are used in moving the
ers Show at New York’s Park Avenue Armory, heavy sets. Generally, four to seven operas are in
(the historic building of New York State’s Sev- repertory at a given time at the Met (sometimes
enth Regiment of the National Guard). The tour two different performances in a day), so sets are
offered an in-depth view of several of the spec- built to fold up, be deconstructed and moved by
tacular pieces – paintings, sculpture, furniture, stagehands, often in the middle of the night to
chinaware, silver, jewelry, arms and armor, eth- prevent interfering with a performance.
nographical and objets d’art brought to New
York from 65 dealers from all over the world.
(Top-right) We left the hall, and proceeded
This International Show, founded in 1989 by through a labyrinth of corridors, past a special,
Anna and Brian Haughton, was New York’s first huge stage “horse door” for the animal stars, and
vetted fair, and is one of the world’s most presti- on past myriad storage nooks of exotic props, to a
gious and influential art and antique events. Our rehearsal space which featured a wonderful mural
thanks to Wendy Glickstein, who organized the by Raoul Dufy. It’s one of his “Ring Round the
special Finch tour for the second year!
Moon” series, (personally chosen by Met architect, Wallace K. Harrison), which once graced the
Later that month, on October 29, the Finch now defunct 6th Floor “Top of the Met” restaugroup (limited to 15 lucky attendees), was privi- rant.
leged to enjoy an exclusive Tour of the Metropolitan Opera’s House. This private tour, arranged
The tour soon continued, past dressing rooms
by Finch alumna Suzanne (Susie) Stern Salo- and narrow corridors where scores upon scores of
mon, was a fascinating backstage look at one of beautiful costumes, (many beaded, embroidered,
the world’s premier performing arts organiza- ruched or made of fine brocade), along with some
tions – a peek into what makes operatic magic!
ordinary genre outfits were hung, dry-cleaner
fashion, awaiting their roles on stage. Most are
(Top-left) Once the group had assembled in the hand-sewn; all are historically accurate.
lobby, graced by its magnificent Chagall murals
and stunning Lobmeyer (Swarovski) crystal
(Bottom-right) Then, descending a stairwell
chandelier, our tour began. We were ushered di- narrowed by scenic paintings and architectural
4
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Rehearsal Room, Dufy mural

carvings hung somewhat haphazardly along its
walls, we reached the vast scenic and carpentry shops. They were filled with large sets, some
under construction (or deconstruction); carved
architectural friezes, furniture, and masks—some
gorgeous and ornate, others grotesque, (like the
rubber heads of John the Baptist, Macbeth, and
other unfortunates, lined up on one shelf).
Continued on next page...

The stairwell, Finch group descending

Gathered around demo; Pictured l-r Marjorie Schulman, Nancy Leeds, Marsha Young, Susan Reed, Frances Fish Tompkins, Francine Port, and Susan Embree Parker

(Middle) From all of this apparent mayhem…
comes opera magic! Superstition abounds in
opera: Before we left the carpentry area, the director related this story: There is an old Italian tradition that a singer would not go onstage
until seeing a bent nail as a talisman. Early in
his career, the great tenor Luciano Pavarotti
was seen searching the backstage floor before
a performance. Thereafter, before any performance, the stagehands would scatter bent nails
near his dressing room. Pavarotti attributed his
good luck on stage and secret to his high notes
in finding them! Before leaving the shop, we
were each given a huge, bent nail, as souvenir… and charm.
The 3rd Annual Salon: Art + Design (November 13 – 17), took place again at the Park
Avenue Armory, with our special private tour
on November 15, arranged by Ceil Gavin Ainsworth. This Sanford L. Smith show, which
boasts an ever-higher caliber of art dealers,
increasingly has trended towards showcasing
modern and contemporary design, complemented by masters of the early 20th Century.
Along with 37 returning galleries, the Salon
welcomed new exhibitors from Turin, Berlin,
Brussels, Cologne, Amsterdam, and New York.

Sheep with Barbara Richards Pitney

Finch Group in Carpentry Shop at the Met, Francine Port admires nail

The only American fair to partner with the prestigious Syndicat National des Antiquaires, the
Salon is one of the most important shows for
collectors and admirers of contemporary and
historic design and fine and ethnographic art.
Our tour focused on stunning and often surprising modern and avant garde work. Our
guide, Alexander Gorlin, a distinguished architect and design critic, explained that a hallmark
of contemporary art and design is that the distinction between the two is often nonexistent.
Shelves, tables, seating, etc. are sculptures that
have utilitarian purpose; and though beautiful,
are often made of humble and/or recycled material – wood, carbon fiber, plastic, paper, metal,
concrete, salt and the like. So much of the contemporary work we saw was witty and whimsical. One example: Claude & Francoise-Xavier
La Lanne sheep/seats, made of bronze, wood
and wool (not to mention the gorgeous poetic
mirrors of Line Vautrin), shown by Jean David

Botella Gallery. (Bottom-left) Or, the flexible
resin “Tutti Frutti” (“Spaghetti”) bowls, by
Gaetano Pesce shown by Marc McDonald Gallery.
(Top) We all admired the beautiful Alberslike glass panels of Steven and William Ladd,
shown by Cristina Grajales Gallery. Here, a
highlight of the tour, one of the talented Ladd
brothers shows a single panel, and explains the
process.
After our tour, as an extra delight, the group,
including our guide assembled in the magnificent and historic mahogany paneled Officers’
dining room, where we enjoyed the wonderful
(contemporary, of course!) cuisine of the famed
Le Petit Canard Bistro and Café.
Article and Photographs:
Margaret Stein Nakamura
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FINCH COLLEGE REUNION IN NAPLES, FLORIDA

Luncheon on the veranda

Sunny Naples, Florida welcomed 13 graduates
and many husbands to a February Finch College
reunion. Some were wintering in the area, others
traveled especially to join the festivities. Two
came from California, Mary Dutton Boehm,
enroute from planning her daughter’s wedding in
North Carolina, and Donna Miller Casey, who
drove over from Palm Beach for the day. She had
been visiting with Finch graduate Jane DeMoret
Foster, author of an about-to-be-released book.
Kimberly Culver Moore and husband Stephen of Great Barrington, MA also have a home
in Naples. Sandy Haas Berler and David of
Chevy Chase, MD are wintering in Naples for
the first time and report “we just love it”! Portrait
artist Jeanne Jacobs Sutherland of Memphis,
TN and her husband Arthur winter in Sarasota
where she is active in the artists’ colony. Rita
Castora O’Hare and husband Peter have a
winter home in North Palm Beach, and reports
she recently visited Dr. Katherine Hampares in
Lighthouse Point. Rita was especially interested
in the auto museum, as her father had collected
antique cars.

Jeanne Jacobs Sutherland, Jan and Cheryl
Young Deknatel, Julie Vasques Horns
6
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Cheryl Young Deknatel and her husband,
Jan of Miami Beach came over. Susan Reed of
Rochester, NY and Barbara Richards Pitney
of Bernardsville, NJ, with husband Philip, flew
down from the freezing North for a break. Vilma
Polakova Wiesenmeier and Hubert found southwest Florida so enticing they have bought a
winter home! Rita Wells Klaus of Wisconsin
and Naples was not aware of the Finch Alumni
organization until her husband Wally read our announcement in Florida Weekly. They joined in,
meeting new friends and having a good time. The
events were hosted by Bonita Springs’ winter resident Julie Vasques Horns of Port Clinton, OH,
and husband John, and Lois Moran Ziegler of
New York City and Ron who winter in Naples.

the group enjoyed a guided tour of The Collier
Car Collection, a private automobile collection
in a world-class museum. The New York Times
refers to it as the best collection of Porsches outside Stuttgart. On to lunch and then The Baker
Art Museum.
Jeanne, Donna, and Kimberly had been at
Finch the same time and really enjoyed catching
up and meeting each other’s husbands. Lois, Barbara, and Sandy were of the same era. And everyone was most enthusiastic to reminisce, talk
over how amazing it is that Finch College alumnae are so active, meeting new friends, having a
good time and awarding scholarships annually to
today’s young women! Dr. DeMarco often said,
“Finch College is unique”. It sure is!

An opening reception at the Ziegler home
brought us all together for introductions, then Article and Photographs: Lois Moran Ziegler
on to the delicious lunch on the sunny veranda
of the Stonebridge Country Club. As each guest
had been given a green tote bag of brochures of
Naples cultural and tour information, the afternoon was free to explore. That evening, dinner in
the wine cellar of a Naples restaurant was cozy
and conversation was terrific. The next morning,

Rita Castora O’Hare at Collier Car Collection
Museum

Sandy Haas and David Berler

CLASS NOTES
50s

Jill Wagner McGrath of St. Petersburg, Florida writes that her Physiology Professor Dr. Payne
and her Music Appreciation Teacher (whose
name escapes her) at Finch were two of the best
professors she has ever had. She attended Finch
from 1956 to 1957 before marrying. Finch roommates Lois Seward and Judith Bunn of West
Virginia were in the wedding party. After Finch,
Jill earned Nursing and English Literature degrees from the University of Vermont. Thanks to
Barbara Richards Pitney and Adelaide Farah,
Jill has reconnected with Finch.

60s

Susan Cole (Finch Class of 1968) is now a
representative for PhytoZon, a clinically tested
supplement that boasts immediate brain/body
balance, energy, vitality, well being, and helps
with pain, inflammation, arthritis, osteoarthritis,
joint health, flexibility, endurance, heart health,
and enhances DNA repair on a cellular level.
PhytoZon has enabled Susan to retire some of her
prescription drugs. For more information, please
contact Susan at susancole25@aol.com.
Graeme Marston reports that she celebrated her
50th wedding anniversary, has four grandchildren,
and hopes to survive a kitchen remodeling!
Julia Ann Wunker (Finch Class of 1969)
joined Finch roommate, Wesley Cullen Davidson, for breakfast in Manhattan. Julia Ann is currently running the New York office of a South
American venture capitalist with a fabulous art
collection.

70s

Nanette
Lampl
Avery has written a
book, Orphan in America, which is “compelling fiction that follows
three
generations
across vast distances in
the 19th Century and
the impact of a dark
and unfamiliar episode
of America’s past, The
Orphan Train.” Nominated for a Kirkus
Indie, the book is available for purchase in paperback on Amazon and is
also available on Kindle for $2.99.

Class of 1976 at 10-year reunion, Ellen Easton, Kathy Kim, MarieAnne Starn Lillis, Margo Montgomery in NYC

Ellen Easton shares photos from Finch Class
of 1976. (Above)

Cindy Ruffin in 1972

In Memoriam

Friday the 13th (of February), turned out to be a
Martha Coyle, a Cosgrave Honoree in 2013,
very lucky day for Antoinette Walker Hamner died in New York City on October 2, 2014. A
who welcomed a new grandchild, Wesley world traveler, she could speak six languages
Chapin Hamner, in Durham, North Carolina.
and count change in five denominations while
serving as a purser for passengers on internaZaida Levin shares that she is living in Miami, tional flights. Her career during the “Golden
playing golf, mah jongg, and traveling with her Age” of travel spanned 18 years with Pan
husband.
American World Airways and 20 years with
Cia Mexicana de Aviacion. She handled finanCathy Cohn Marshall writes that her first cial matters for both airlines. Pan Am required
novel, Annabelle’s Legacy, is now available at least one foreign language besides English
through Amazon in paperback and on Kindle. so Martha excelled above and beyond, even
Like Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club and Alice traveling to Israel to learn the language and
Walker’s The Color Purple, the book, as de- culture. She loved the country and stayed three
scribed by Cathy, is historical fiction involving years. Her home at Sutton Place on the East
excitement, murder, sex and the growth of gener- River was full of Persian Oriental rugs and oil
ations of strong, intelligent and sensual women. paintings from Iran.
Note: When buying Cathy’s book, be sure to include her name with the title, as there is another
She was born in Providence, RI, and attendbook with the same title.
ed Barry College in Miami, FL, before transferring to Finch, where from 1954 to 1955,
Linda Purl performed Joan Didion’s The she took French and art history courses. But
Year of Magical Thinking (2005), a memoir with Christine Bloch she studied merchanof Didion’s year after the sudden death of her dising and costume design, often making her
husband, John Gregory Dunne. Playing at the own clothes for years afterward. She said that
Laguna Playhouse to rave reviews, last October after a prayer meeting in Los Angeles in the
the L.A. Times reported that “Purl captures the 1970s, she became a Born-Again Christian and
wry humor, reportorial detachment and implod- joined the International Bible Study Fellowing pain that characterizes Didion’s writing style ship, meeting people from around the world.
and the subtext and personality beneath.”
She attended weekly Fellowship meetings in
New York.
Eileen Bluestone Sherman and her husband,
Dr. Neal Sherman, have moved from Kansas
Her love of travel inspired Martha to join
City to Vermont. Eileen, a playwright, lyricist, Finch colleagues on several alumnae trips,
children’s author, television writer, and theatre where destinations included Portugal, Prague,
producer, attended this year’s Grammy Awards. London, Los Angeles, Washington, D.C., and
Email Eileen at: kcne@juno.com
Kansas City.

Evelyn Byrd Lorentzen Bell is Chairman of
Photography for the Greenwich, Connecticut’s
Greenfinger’s Flower Show. Greenfinger’s is a
member of the Garden Club of America.
Article: Wesley Cullen Davidson

Article: Laura Hockaday
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CELEBRATING OUR TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF
AWARDING FINCH COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
FOUNDATION TRUST SCHOLARSHIPS
The FCAAFT Scholarship program has received a gift of $100,000 to establish the Freya
Moskowitz Stern Scholarship. Donated by Louis
Stern, the husband of the late Finch College graduate for whom it is named, this gift enables the
awarding of bigger and additional annual scholarships. Until now, the value of the one-year
award has been $2,000. With this, the single largest donation ever given to the Foundation, the
amount of each of the four awards presented over
the next five years will be increased to $5,000 for
two years (or, $2,500 per year).
Ceil Gavin Ainsworth, Marjorie R. Schulman,
In addition, the FCAAFT awards four or five
scholarships annually depending on the funds raised
by our 501(c)3 nonprofit Foundation through the
generosity of Finch alumnae, family, and friends in
a given year. And, in addition to the annual Jessica
Cosgrave Awards dinner, our main annual fundraising event, we will continue to host other activities
that have proven to be very popular.

Louis Stern, Jennifer Stern Kaplan, Sara Arthur

At a special celebratory dinner in Ceil Gavin
Ainsworth’s Upper East Side apartment, Louis
Stern presented the donation of $100,000 to
FCAAFT Treasurer Marjorie R. Schulman. Jennifer Stern Kaplan, the Sterns’ daughter also attended, as did several Finch alumnae including
FCAAFT Co-Chair Sara Arthur, and Cosgrave Louis Stern presents $100,000 donation to
Committee Chair, Virginia Wattiker Sheerin.
Treasurer Marjorie R. Schulman

Finch College Alumni
Association Foundation Trust
954 Lexington Avenue, #183
New York, NY 10021
finchassoc@gmail.com
www.FinchCollege.org

Board of Trustees 2015
Ceil Gavin Ainsworth - Co-Chair
Sara Arthur - Co-Chair
Joy Correge
Wesley Cullen Davidson
Susan Davis
Denise Mularoni Decker
Cheryl Young Deknatel
Wendy Glickstein
Audrey Greene
Margaret Stewart Hedberg
Laura Hockaday
Magda Stark Katz
JoAnn Cricchio Kubat
Susan Embree Parker
Marjorie R. Schulman
Virginia Wattiker Sheerin
Frances Fish Tompkins
Lois Moran Ziegler

Officers 2015
Joy Correge
Vice President

Susan Davis
Vice President

Wendy Glickstein
Vice President

HAVE YOU PAID YOUR 2015 DUES YET?
The Finch College Alumni Association Foundation Trust New Lifetime Members
needs your support to carry on its mission of granting Norma Dallal
scholarships to worthy candidates. Annual dues are $50; Stephanie Brody Lederman
Jeanne Sutherland
lifetime membership is $300. You can also have your
friends and associates join as Friends of Finch. Dues are Friends of Finch
$50 a year or $300 for a lifetime membership. Your dues Lifetime Members
Anita Boxer
and donations are tax deductible, since we are a nonprofRosalind Davon
it 501(c)3 organization. Just go to the Finch College web- Nancy Leeds
site www.FinchCollege.org and click on Membership on the Lynda Maer
left of the home page to download a form and join. You can Myra Pollack
Francine Port
mail the form along with your dues to:

Finch College Alumni Association Foundation Trust

954 Lexington Avenue, #183
New York, NY 10021

Charlene Rubin
Felice Warshawsky
Roslyn Wolf
Marsha Young

Magda Stark Katz
Vice President

Susan Embree Parker
Vice President

Marjorie R. Schulman
Treasurer

Chair
Scholarship Committee
Lois Moran Ziegler

Finch News
Joy Correge
Publisher

Wendy Glickstein
Editor

Laura Hockaday
Feature Editor

Wesley Cullen Davidson
Kudos to Frances Fish Tompkins who has added 10 friends to our ranks as Lifetime Members
of Friends of Finch! By encouraging friends and family members to join our ever-widening Finch
family circle, we increase our ability to award more scholarships to young women transitioning
from community colleges to four-year schools.
New FoF “recruits” are offered the choice of joining as lifetime members for $300.00, or on
a yearly basis for $50.00. Membership includes the bi-annual Finch Newsletter, as well as
notifications of Finch events and activities held throughout the year.
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Magda Stark Katz
Contributing Editor

Margaret Stein Nakamura
Contributing Editor

HELENA RUBINSTEIN: BEAUTY IS POWER

On Thursday, February 26, 17 Finch alums,
friends, and family members gathered at The
Jewish Museum for a VIP evening tour of the
highly acclaimed exhibit: Helena Rubinstein:
Beauty is Power hosted by the Museum’s Fine
Arts Curator, Mason Klein (classmate of Wendy
Glickstein at the former Birch Wathen School,
now Birch Wathen Lenox).

As evidenced in this exhibit of 200 objects –
works of art, photographs, and ephemera – Rubinstein was an early patron of European and
Latin American modern art, as well as one of the
earliest, leading collectors of African and Oceanic sculpture.

The exhibition reunited selections of Rubinstein’s famed art collection dispersed at auction
This exhibit marked the first time a museum in 1966, including works by Pablo Picasso, Frida
explored the ideas, innovations, and influence of Kahlo, Max Ernst, Joan Miro, and Henri Matisse,
the legendary cosmetics entrepreneur who was among others, as well as 30 works from her colborn of humble origins in a small town in Jewish lection of African and Oceanic art. Other exhiPoland in 1872. At her death in 1965 at age 93, bition highlights included Madame’s miniature
Rubinstein (universally known as “Madame”) period rooms, jewelry and clothing designed by
had become a global icon of female entrepre- Balenciaga and Schiaparelli, as well as portraits
neurship as a leader in the worlds of art, fashion, by Marie Laurencin and Andy Warhol.
design, and philanthropy.

The exhibition title, “Beauty is Power,” refers
to one of the first slogans used to promote Madame’s cosmetics, and was the headline of an ad
that first appeared in an Australian newspaper in
1904.
Although the tour wrapped up its New York exhibition on March 22, Helena Rubinstein: Beauty
is Power will travel to the Boca Raton Museum
of Art in Florida from April 21–July 12, 2015.
If you are reading this and live in the South
Florida area – or have friends and family who
do – please mark your calendars and be sure not
to miss it!
Article and Photographs: Wendy Glickstein
FINCH NEWS
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2015 COSGRAVE HONOREES
All five of the distinguished Cosgrave Award
recipients – one faculty member and four alumnae – to be honored June 2, 2015, are published
authors of fiction, poetry, scholarly or career-oriented publications. The 21st annual awards will
be presented at a reception/dinner at the Cosmopolitan Club, 122 E. 66th St., in New York.
Dr. Diane Kelder, professor of art history at
Finch from 1967–1971, graduated from Queens
College in New York, has master’s and Ph.D. degrees from the University of Chicago and Bryn
Mawr and is professor emerita of the Graduate
Center, City University of New York. She has curated multiple exhibitions and is an authority on
18th, 19th and 20th Century art. She was born in
New York City and grew up in Queens. Fluent in
German, French, and Italian, she spends several
months a year in Rome where she lives near the
lively open air market, Campo d’ei Fiori.

lending facility for families in need. A recent
transplant from Miami to Brentwood, TN, Nanette grew up in St. Thomas, The Virgin Islands.
After earning her AAS degree from Finch (1972–
1974), she received her BFA from the University
of Miami, and later two graduate degrees in adult
education. Her book, Orphan in America, received the distinguished Kirkus Award last year.
Donna Miller Casey, photographer, businesswoman, civic leader and author, is former
executive director of San Francisco Beautiful
and a founding board member of the Bank of
San Francisco. She is founding chairman of
the California State Summer School for the
Arts and president, Northern California chapter, Achievement Rewards for College Scientists Foundation, Inc. She earned her BA from
Stanford in 1971 after attending Finch from
1967–1970, and has an Executive MBA from
the University of San Francisco.

lowed by a Master’s in Arts from California State
College. A past president of the Junior League of
Honolulu, she has also volunteered for the Contemporary Museum there and written extensively
on the art and history of Hawaii. Both her fiction and poetry have earned awards. She received
the James Vaughn Award for poetry from Hawaii
Pacific University and she has written historical
booklets for the Honolulu Museum of Art.

Jamie Leaming Watson, of New York, heads
her own company, Watson & Associates, which
she founded in 1995. It provides design and architectural services to corporate and nonprofit
organizations. Work is based primarily in New
York but also extends to Chicago, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, London, and Hong Kong. She received her BA from Finch in 1971 and later an
MS degree from Drexel University, Philadelphia.
Her many clients include Wells Fargo Century on
both coasts. Her husband, Emmett Watson, has
Nanette Lampl Avery, has written and volunhad a distinguished career as director of planned
teered to help children with special needs learn
Susan Mau Soong, lives in Honolulu, where giving for MOMA and Columbia University.
to read and appreciate the arts. She founded the she graduated from the Punahou School before
Florida Toy Library in Miami, a nonprofit toy receiving her BS degree from Finch in 1971, fol- Article: Laura Hockaday

FINCH-BWL SCHOLAR 2014
Seventh grader Amanda Griesman was awarded the 2014 Finch College-Birch Wathen Lenox School Scholarship at a November 24, 2014, reception
given by BWL Headmaster Frank J. Carnabuci III and attended by members of the Finch College Alumni Association Foundation Trust. Amanda is
an outstanding student, who also plays the violin and looks forward to the track team next season. She is a third generation student at the school; in
fact her parents met there. Her aunt, Sheila Friedman Harris graduated from Finch College. The annual event honors a current student at the school;
the Lenox School before its merger was also founded by Jessica Cosgrave. The award, which provides partial tuition for the remainder of her studies,
is selected by and totally funded by The Birch Wathen Lenox School faculty.

Ceil Gavin Ainsworth, Audrey Greene, Nina Di Giovanna La Bruna, Lois Moran Ziegler, Here Amanda is photographed with her mother Emily,
Frank J. Carnabuci III, Wendy Glickstein
fourth grade sister Stephanie, father Todd, and two
grandmothers. What a cheering squad!
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ReplyMembership
Form December
2015 FCAAFT
and 2014
Donation Form
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Name

Maiden

Married

Years at Finch: _________________________________
(i.e., 1964 - 1968)

Major: ______________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Street

Apt.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City

State

Zip Code

Country

Email Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Day

Evening

Cell

Your charitable giving to The Finch College Alumni Association Foundation Trust offers several
opportunities to show your support. In addition, Corporate Matching Gift Programs can further
enhance your gift. All donations are tax deductible.
Enclosed is my donation to fund a two year Finch College Alumni Foundation Scholarship for $5000 _______
Enclosed is my donation to fund a one year Finch College Alumni Foundation Scholarship for $2500 _______
Enclosed is my donation towards the Scholarship Fund $ _______

In addition, your Lifetime or Annual dues help defray the costs for mailings throughout the year, event
planning, and updating and improving our website: www.finchcollege.org
Enclosed are my Lifetime dues: $300 _______
Enclosed are my 2015 dues: $50 _______
Enclosed is my tax-deductible donation: $_______

Kindly make your check payable to:
Finch College Alumni Association Foundation Trust
954 Lexington Avenue, Box # 183
New York, NY 10021

FINCH NEWS
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Finch Alumnae Shine on Broadway
Tony awarding-winning Broadway producer or call 212-239-6200. For discounts, use Teland Finch alumna, Patricia Flicker Addiss, says, echarge Discount Code: TRDWBFNF.
2014
Spring
Finch
Event
“I am thrilled
to be
producing
the very funny play,
Dinner With the Boys, starring Dan Lauria. The
Critically acclaimed stage and film actress
Saturday,
play received April
brilliant 5:
reviews, and was sold out and Finch alumna, Franchelle Stewart Dorn,
and extended
at the New Jersey Repertory
Com- is
appearing
in a limited engagementz of ’Tis
Tour
the International
Antiquarian
Book
Fair
pany. The play starts April 21 at the Acorn Theatre Pity She's a Whore by Shakespeare contemat Theatre Row on West 42nd Street. It is a Sopra- porary, John Ford. The play is set to run from
The eagerly awaited International Antiquarian Book Fair returns to
nos lovers’ feast. Dan will always come out and April 14 to May 16. Tickets are $40 to $60,
the
Park
Avenue
Armory
from
April 3a special
to 6. More
200 rates are available for groups of
meet
with
the ladies.
We will
be having
andthan
reduced
night
on
Tuesdays.
After
the
show,
you
can
actu10
or
more.
exhibitors from all over the globe will participate, bringingFor
nottickets
only and information, conally have dinner with the boys at Tony Di Napoli. tact the box office at The Duke on 42nd Street,
rare
every
in comancient229
andWest
modern
Theeditions
show, fullon
meal
and subject
wine willwritten
cost $129
42nd Street (between 7th & 8th Aveplete.” For but
tickets,
go online range
to Telecharge.com
nues)
or call 646-223-3010
(press “8”).
languages,
a wonderful
of autographs,
manuscripts,
maps

From left, Richard Zavaglia, Ray Abruzzo and Dan Lauria
star in “Dinner With the Boys,” written by Mr. Lauria and
directed by Frank Megna, at the New Jersey Repertory
Company. Credit SuzAnne Barabas

and curiosities as well. The great wonder of The Book Fair is the

Seventh grader, Basha Goldwater, was awarded the
2014 Finch-Birch Wathen Lenox School scholarship
American or British literature in pristinely illustrated dust jackets,
for outstanding academic and community involvement.
Pleaseon
doarchitecture,
not use the names
in thecooking,
Finch Directory
to literature,
solicit business or contributions.
The names
are proprietary
information.
volumes
gardening,
children’s
The scholarship
provides
partial tuition
for the We are
reprinting the disclaimer here as a reminder.“The importance of a disclaimer is in its
terms
and
conditions
which
need
to
be
accepted
remainder of her studies. Basha is a member ofand
theagreed
science, travel and medicine, can be found at the fair. The April 5
upon by those who open and refer to this Directory. This Directory and the contentsStudent
hereof are
proprietary
products
of
THE
FINCH
COLLEGE
Council, plays volleyball, and participates in
guided
tourASSOCIATION
begins promptlyFOUNDATION
at 3:00pm and TRUST.”
the tax deductible
ALUMNI
the annual Breast Cancer Walk. She is also active in
donation is $40. For reservations, please contact Ceil Ainsworth at
Guitars
for Veterans,
organization
that raises
funds
“The contents of this Directory may not, in whole or in part, be reproduced, copied,
disseminated,
enteredan
into
a computer database,
used
as part
ceilains@aol.com
calla 212-288-5653
by Marchutilized,
30. in any form or manner to
provide
guitars
as a for
source
of comfort
to wounded
of or in connectionor
with
mailing list, or otherwise
or by
any means,
except
the user’s
individual,
personal and
veterans.
Here
she isofphotographed
with her parents.
confidential reference. Contained herein are the names, addresses, email addresses and
telephone
numbers
THE FINCH COLLEGE
ALUMNI
unexpected quality of the material shown. Side by side with classic

Finch Directory Disclaimer

ASSOCIATION FOUNDATION TRUST, as of the printing of this Directory. Their presence in this Directory represents that they have attended
Finch College. All information in this Directory is provided for information purposes only. Although the information is believed to be reliable, no
warranty, expressed or implied, is made regarding the accuracy, adequacy, completeness, legality, reliability, or usefulness of any information, either
isolated or in the aggregate. All information is provided “as is.”

Finch College Alumni Association Foundation Trust
954 Lexington Avenue, #183
New York, New York 10021
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